
Saturday 29th February 2020
Storytelling fun and fantastic
authors for 2-12s all day
at Sutton Coldfield Library and
Sutton Coldfield Town Hall

www.suttoncoldfieldbookfest.com



10.30am-11.45am
Legendary author-illustrator
duo Jacqueline Wilson
& Nick Sharratt  
Jacqueline and Nick have
created more than 50 books
together selling 40 million
copies around the world.
And they’re coming to
Sutton Coldfield BookFest!  

Find out how brilliant ideas
are turned into books and
learn how to draw some
favourite characters –
including Tracy Beaker and
her daughter Jess - at this
unmissable BookFest
highlight.

This show will be sign
language interpreted. 

Please note that Jacqueline
will not be signing books
afterwards.

Recommended
5 to 12 year olds

£7.50 per person

SUTTON COLDFIELD TOWN HALL Sponsored by
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SUTTON COLDFIELD LIBRARY - MAIN STAGE
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10.00am-10.30am
Pocketful of
Stories with
Anna O’Brien
of Face to Face
Storytellers
I've got a pocket full, a
pocket full of stories
oh....and in my pocket
there is a.....bzzzzz is it a
bee? Or some treasure?
Or could it be a dream?! 

Come and find out what is
in Storyteller Anna's pocket.
Join in with songs and
actions and some silliness
while on a hunt for
treasure.

Recommended
2 to 6 year olds
£3.50 per person

11.30am-12.15pm
Meesha Makes Friends
with Tom Percival
Tom Percival is a star author whose books –
which include Perfectly Norman and Ruby’s
Worry - have sold in 16 languages worldwide.

His latest story explores the joys and difficulties
of making friends. Meet Meesha. She’s brilliant at
making things, but when it comes to making
friends, doesn’t know what to do, what to say or

when to say it. Then
one day Meesha
discovers she has a
special talent which
makes all the
difference…  

A sweet and
uplifting story to
spark conversations
about social skills in
every family.

Recommended
3 to 7 year olds
£3.50 per person
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LIBRARY MAIN STAGE

1.00pm-2.00pm
Fabio the Flamingo with
Laura James & Emily Fox   

Fabio is the world’s greatest
flamingo detective. He might
not be tall or strong, but he’s
very, very clever. And when his
plane crash-lands in a town
with no water, he nose-dives
straight into a new mystery.

This is Laura’s third Fabio book and will appeal
to animal-lovers and detective fans alike.
Hear her talk about her unusual hero, his love
of pink lemonade and crime-solving skills –
and discover how to draw the characters too
with a live demonstration from illustrator
Emily Fox.
Please bring a sketchbook and pencil.

Recommended
5-10 year olds
£3.50 per person

2.30pm-3.30pm
Vashti Hardy   
Explore the fantasy worlds of
Brightstorm, Darkwhispers and Wildspark
with author Vashti Hardy. Vashti offers
an inspirational talk about her writing
process, asking ‘what if’ to create a
story, and inspirational explorers from
the past. Discover how maps can be a
creative way to plan stories and spark
the imagination.
Recommended 9-12 year olds
£4 per person
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COMMUNITY ROOM

Please let us know if you have any allergies:
sala@busyparentsnetwork.com OR CALL 0121 472 7989

11am-12noon;
1.00-1.45pm;
2.30pm-3.30pm

Ring the doorbell… eat all the sandwiches on the
plate (Owp!)… drink all the water in the tap!

Join our storyteller for an unforgettable picnic
– our BookFest tribute to the late Judith Kerr
and her wonderful book about a hungry tiger
who knocks on the door and invites himself
in for tea with Sophie and her mummy.
Chaos ensues!

Together, you’ll bring this wonderful
children’s classic to life - and tuck
into a yummy tea.

Face-painting for hungry
little tigers optional!

Recommended
2 to 6 year olds
£6 including finger
sandwiches and cake

The Tiger
Who Came
to Tea
Tea Parties
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SUTTON COLDFIELD LIBRARY - LOCAL HISTORY SECTION

11.30am-1.00pm
Dr Who Script-writing
Workshop with
William Gallagher   
You’re going to write the best ever
Doctor Who story – and we’re all
going to perform it. Don’t plan
anything. Don’t bring anything.  We’re
doing it all, from finding ideas to
casting your parents as the monsters.
You’ll have to think fast, think brilliantly
– and then it’s all about writing in a
group with me interrupting you at all
the good bits.  

Hello. I’m William Gallagher, and I write
Doctor Who radio dramas – or rather I
did! Today you’re the writer and I’m the
producer. Come and meet your fellow
writers because we’ve got a Doctor
Who play to put on and a planet to
save!

Recommended 8 to 12 year olds
£4 per child

2.30pm-3.30pm
Mystery writing workshop
with Serena Patel   
Meet Walsall writer Serena Patel. Her fresh
and very funny new book Anisha the
Accidental Detective about a British-Indian
family wedding, a missing groom and a young
detective who saves the day, has just been
published - and Serena’s at Sutton Coldfield
BookFest to create new funny stories at this
lively interactive workshop. 

Get involved by choosing
characters and actions from
a heap of choices, until you
have all created a
completely new story
together. 

Then it’s over to you as
everyone gets the chance to
write their own unique plots. 

Recommended
6 to 12 year olds
£4 per child
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12.00pm-2.00pm
Caricatures from
Festival Cartoonist
Andy “Doodles” Baker    
Birmingham’s most talented cartoonist
will be capturing expressions, and the
fun of BookFest, with his quick-draw
caricature skills!

12.00pm-2.00pm
“Give Me 3 Words”
with Festival Poet
Matt Windle    
Get your three words ready to give
to “Poet with Punch” Matt Windle
– and with his lightning-fast mind
he’ll turn them into verse.

10.00am-2.00pm
Kate Sullivan   
Drop-in art & crafts
activities with
wonderful crafter
Kate Sullivan.
FREE

Where’s
Wally?
Trail    
Going to another
event at Sutton
Coldfield
BookFest?
How many
Wallys can
you spot?



Sutton Coldfield BookFest is a
brilliant book festival brought to
you by Bournville BookFest CIO
and FOLIO Sutton Coldfield.

First held at Sutton
Coldfield Library last
year, it was such a
success we’re doing
it all over again!

TICKETS: www.suttoncoldfieldbookfest.com
HOTLINE: 0121 780 3333

Hearing impaired patrons can call the Box Office minicom line on 0121 644 6140.

This is what families said about
Sutton Coldfield BookFest 2019:

My 10-year-old reluctant poetry reader is now
hooked! Thank you Sutton Coldfield BookFest!

Natasha Salari

Well organised, inspiring and
entertaining! We’ll definitely book

more events next time.
Beth Mordaunt

So much fun! I recommend it to anyone
with children, whether they like to read

or not - this will inspire them. 
Rumena Aktar


